RED ARMY ADVENTURE

RED ARMY
Military adventure
How it used to be when USSR
I used to be there… and you?

Investment Start-Up
2019
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RED ARMY ADVENTURE

1. DEVELOPMENT
1.1. INRODUCTION
The adventure RED ARMY was founded by the JSC GERION and Non-profit organization
ROSTO. The main task of non-profit organization ROSTO is organization of training and educating
of young people in order to prepare them for service in army, air forces and navy.
Such training and education are carried out by using military equipment, wet and real weapon,
physical exercises.
JSC Geryon is the company specializing on creation of business ideas in different fields and
territories.
The most members of JSC Geryon team have experience of serving in army and navy and were
brought up in the families of army and navy officers.
The adventure RED ARMY is the real experience of the all team got in the army of the country
which does not exist anymore.
“The people who does not know history cannot view the future”
V. Picul (soviet and Russian writer)
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1.2.

CURRENT STATUS
The adventure is planning to take place on the former airfield which has used as a training field
for small aviation of ROSTO.
The airfield is situated 6 km apart from the Murmansk International Airport and 180 km apart
from the airport Kirkenes (Norway).
The field is equipped with special areas for obstacle course and building for using as casern.
Also, several aircraft are available which are planning to be used as objects of tactical military
training.
We are planning to provide the adventure with four military machines BTR-60. BTR-60 was used
by the Soviet army and Marines. Also, ten snowmobiles are planning to be bought.
The field will be equipped by the mobile shooting range.
The special area will be arranged as a field headquarters and trenches where the training fight will
take place.
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COMPANY’S APPROACH

1.3.

The of the adventure is based on interest of the people of historical and military experience the
countries during the Cold war.
For example, Germans, having lived apart from each other been separated by the wall, are really
interested how the life in East Germany was different. The secrets from the other side of “iron
curtain” still attract people.
At the same time, nowadays, the active tourism also is getting more popular.
Our team has decided to combine possibilities to touch the history and have the active interesting
rest with military experience.
As a base of adventure, we use experience which almost every pupil of soviet school used to have
within several days during the last year of studying in the school.
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1.4.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ADVENTURE

Military adventure imitates condition of Young Fighter Course in former Soviet Army with
using wet weapon and soviet military equipment in the example of infantry company.
The adventure will take place on former training airbase being situated 7 km apart of the
Murmansk airport or 180 km apart of the Kirkenes airport (Norway).
Squire of the airbase – around 300 Ha
Buildings available: casern, equipment boxes, auxiliary buildings.
Relief: field with plots of tundra forest, unpaved runway for small aircrafts like An-2 and
helicopter landing places.
The territory is closed and protected.
Road to the object is asphalted.
There are a lot of places including with small tundra forest being suitable to be equipped for
training fights.

The approximate plan of military game (eight days).
First day
Medical inspection
Uniform providing
Instruction of the uniform wearing
Showing and familiarization of the object and the territory where the adventure place
Instruction of the wet weapon using
Lecture of the Soviet army history
Instruction of the discipline during the adventure
Learning of the march song
Marching

Second day
Getting up
Morning toilet
Morning running and exercises
Washing, tidy beds
Parade for the breakfast
Breakfast
Morning parade, explanation of the events being planed
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Obstacle course
Lunch
Tactic polygon exercises
Dinner
Training of getting up
Personal time
Evening walk
Retreat for the bed

Third day
Getting up
Morning toilet
Morning running and exercises
Washing, tidy beds
Parade for the breakfast
Breakfast
Morning parade, explanation of the events being planed
Physical training. Hand-to-hand combat
Lunch
Weapon using training
Training of shooting
Dinner
Camouflage training
Personal time
Evening walk
Retreat for the bed

Fourth day
Alarm getting up
Providing with the bag foods
March to place of defense organizing
Taking defensive position
Training fight
Taking meals
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Analyzing of the passed training fight
Medical inspection
Evening walk
Retreat for the bed

Fifth day
Getting up
Morning toilet
Morning running and exercises
Washing, tidy beds
Parade for the breakfast
Breakfast
Morning parade, explanation of the events being planed
Training for withstanding against chemical attack
Tactical training using of fighting machines
Lunch
Rest
Hand-to-hand combat training
Training of weapon using
Dinner
Занятия по тактике в тактическом классе
Personal time
Evening walk
Retreat for the bed

Sixth day
Getting up
Morning toilet
Morning running and exercises
Washing, tidy beds
Parade for the breakfast
Breakfast
Morning parade, explanation of the events being planed
Tactical exercisesком классе using fighting machines and other equipment
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Lunch
Rest, personal time
Dinner
Providing with bag-foods
March to place of attack
Night Watch

Seventh day
Training fight
Taking meals
Medical inspection
Rest
Personal time
Retreat for the bed

Eighth day
Getting up
Morning toilet
Washing, tidy beds
Parade for the breakfast
Breakfast
Excursion to the Nuclear Icebreaker “Lenin”, the fist nuclear icebreaker in the world
Taking pictures
Party

Ninth day
Breakfast
Leaving for airport

All the participants of the adventure are provided with uniform, which can be taken away (in
additional, soviet uniform backpack is provided)
Video and photo shooting are carried out during the adventure
Video and photo materials are provided penniless
Group of participants is formed in 30 people by gender and language.
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Mobile phones can be used during the personal time and within 10 minutes after retreating to the bed
only.
Any participant can leave the adventure at any moment he wishes. At that case the cost of the voucher
is not refund excepting the cost the cost for the airplane for the nearest flight available.
All the participants of the adventure must issue the administration in written about the fact that they
do not have any medical contraindication being obstruction to take part in adventure.
All the participants make agreement in written about the fact that they know, agree and support the
rules of adventure.
Any participant can be dismissed from the Adventure if he breaks the Rules of adventure which he
has agreed.

Location

City of Murmansk on the map of Europa
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City of Murmansk on the map of the Barents Sea region

Place of the RED ARMY adventure on the map of Murmansk region
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Area of RED ARMY adventure

Area of RED ARMY adventure
68.807735, 32.809215
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EQUIPMENT

Military machine BTR-60
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Military snowmobiles

Kalashnikov wet machine gun

Kalashnikov wet assault rifle

Military field dishes
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Sample of beg snack

Set of beg snack strong
Biscuit of wheat; army beef, army mixed beef, army mix of beef and vegetables, army
vegetables, liver pate, nut-chocolate cream, syrup of tonic drink, dry milk, fruit jam, real coffee, black
tea, sugar, salt, pepper, warmer small special, matches water resistant, multivitamins, water
antiseptic, plastic spoon, antiseptic serviettes, paper serviettes, chewing gum, condensed milk, fruit
sticks.
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ARMY FIELD KITCHEN
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PLATOON CASERN

PLATOON DINING ROOM
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UNIFORM
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2. MARKETING PLAN
2.1. MARKET ANALYSIS
2.1.1. OUR COMPETITORS
Today in the Russian market we see several companies having activity in the
similar area. But any adventure like we are planning to arrange does not exist.
1. As close to our idea we see the company «City Voyage» with the tour “One
day in Red Army”. This tour the company practices together with many
other touristic programs. The tour is not declared as adventure, but as a
show without imitation of army service and training fights. The
entertainment “One day in Red Army” has internet-site in Russian only:
http://tourincity.ru/aktivnyy_otdyh/voennye_tury/odin_den_v_krasnoy_armii

2. As a more serios competitor we see the adventure “Hero Race”. Hero Race
adventure offer the people to test themselves on special military obstacle
course. The Hero Race is declared as sport adventure with military elements
and it takes two-three hours. The adventure is very popular in Russia and
takes places in the cities of Moscow and Sochi. Mostly the adventure has
corporative clients like Sberbank, Lukoil, Gazprom and the others who use
the adventure for team building. The adventure is very profitable and
belongs to daughter of Minister of Defense of Russia. The adventure has
internet-site in Russian only: https://heroleague.ru/.
The adventure is wide discussable in Russian social networks.
3. The analysis of European and world internet-sites shows that there no
military adventure in the format like “Red Army”.
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2.1.2. DISTRIBUTION
Considering the experience of the Adventure “Hero Race”, we are
planning to work with the same auditory – big Russian corporations.
The we do not see it as a main way in marketing. We estimate to have
foreign tourists as a main auditory. That’s why during the preparation
for the start of adventure, we are planning to arrange the competition
of appointment for the exclusive rights of distribution of the vouchers
for the Adventure “Red Army”.
We would like to see between the competitors such European travel
agencies as TUI, BSI group and so on.
Separately from European competition, the competition in Chine will
be arranged. The Chinese visit city of Murmansk and northern region
of Russian in big quantities, especially in wintertime in search of
Northern Lights.
In the initial period of the Adventure the price of the voucher should
be no more than 2300 euro. This price is the base for the financial
plan. At same time the price of 2300 euro for the person is not
expensive as for European customer as for Chinese customers.
The best loading of the adventure is four groups a month what means
120 people – two groups at the same time with difference of three
days to have possibility to arrange training fights between the groups.
Having such principle of loading the object of adventure will be used
two times a month of eight days each time.
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2.1.3. CAPITALIZATION
As the sell of vouchers and the adventure itself will be carries out in different
jurisdictions, we are going to use additional company which will de acting as
agent authorized for the distribution of vouchers. We suppose that the best
jurisdiction for agent will be Belorussia.
The legislation of Belorussia gives possibilities to use European banking, easy
currency exchange, payments in Russian rubles as well as any European
currency, and low taxation.
The tax from agency fee can be in the rate of 5%.
Such scheme will us to concentrate the more part of profit in third jurisdiction
with law taxation, what will give effect of economy in taxation more than 60%.
The existing travel agencies will be authorized for the final sells and they will
have agency fees.
Also, as the base price of the voucher is quite low, we consider possibility to
sell exclusive rights for one particular travel agency.
If such sell of exclusive right is done successfully the sum of investment will
return much faster than the time being calculated considering only income
from the sell of vouchers.

The scheme of capitalization
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2.1.4. COLLABORATION WITH INVESTOR
The simplicity of the project affords to use absolutely any way for collaboration
with the investor. For the team of the project there is no forbid to use any of
ways.
1. Loan
The loan could be used for the time-limits not less than 5 years with interest
rate of not more than 20% for Russian rubles or not more than 10% for
European currency with the first payment not earlier than in three months.
2. Investment
Investor can enter the companies being operator the adventure and the
agent of the adventure as a shareholder with ownership of 45% of shares.
Also, the investor can enter the investment agreement with the operator
and general agent without entering to their contribution capital. Such
agreement in accordance with Russian as well as Belorussian legislation
must be notary issued and has the best law protection. Besides, if any of
the participants of such agreement turns out to be in trouble, he can be
easily changed to another company without any damages for the rest
participants and the project itself.
3. Ownership of exclusive rights
The investor can get the exclusive rights of selling the vouchers for the
adventure with fix rate of expenses from the side of the operator and
general agent for long time-limit.

GUARANTEES
Using any of way mentioned above additional guarantees can be used like
mortgage of shares and the property of the operator as well as the general
agent or both. The guarantee agreement can be concluded with any of the
companies being the participant of the project or with the persons initiating
the project.
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2.2. MAKETING STRATEGY
2.2.1. ONLINE STRATEGY
We are planning to use social networks like vk.com and Facebook for
distribution of trailer.
The first trailer will be done as advertising film with participation of actors.
Further the trailer will be combined from the video material which will be
producing during the adventure. The video trailer will be constantly renewed
and changed.
Also, we have plan to arrange YouTube channel with interviews and video
materials from the adventure.
Video materials and interviews will be published on the internet-site of the
adventure.
During the preparation and structing of objects of the adventure, the online
acceptance of preliminary statements of participation in the adventure will be
arranged. The special price and gifts will be offered for the all customer who
make the preliminary online statement.
The local TV company Artic TV will broadcast the videos from the adventure
regularly.
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2.2.2. OFFLINE STRATEGY
Travel agencies who becomes an agent of the adventure will get video
materials and circulars. Using the photos being made during the tours of
adventure the multi-language magazine will be published for distribution
between the travel agencies.
The first tour of adventure and further one tour every year will be arranged
especially for the employees of travel agencies.
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3. FINANCIAL PLAN
3.1 UNIT ECONOMY
The economy is showed with calculation if only the one group of 30 people
would have taken part in the tour of adventure (Chart 1).

№

INDEX description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

INDEX (EURO)

The price for the one voucher
People in the group
Quantity of groups
Proceeds
Agent's fee (10%)
Expenses
Taxes
Expenses including taxes and fees
Profit
Profit %
Course RUB/EUR

2300
30
1
69000
6900
29436,62
7521,83
43858,45
25141,55
36,44
71

The economy for the maximum loading (4 groups)
Chart 2

№

INDEX description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

INDEX (EURO)

The price for the one voucher
People in the group
Quantity of groups
Proceeds
Agent's fee (10%)
Expenses
Taxes
Expenses including taxes and fees
Profit
Profit %

2300
30
4
276000
27600
117746,48
16836,83
162183,31
113816,69
41,24

It follows from the tables showed above that the project ai able to serve the
loan of 500 000 Euro with interest rate of 10% and annuity method of payment for
the period of 5 years (monthly payment of 10 624 €).
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3.2. CURRENT EXPENSES
The salary of the personnel in calculation for one group tour (Chart 3)
The personnel on watch
No

POSITION
1
2
3
4
5
6

RUR/EUR

Salary

Platoon commander
Detachment commander
Photographer
Intepreter
Guader
Fight machine driver
The whole

71

Staff
1408,45
985,92
845,07
845,07
704,23
563,38

Fund
1
3
2
1
2
2

1408,45
2957,75
1690,14
845,07
1408,45
1126,76
9436,62

The personnel employed with full time work
No

POSITION
1
2
3
4

Salary

Administrator
Bus and truck driver
Kitchener
warehouse-manager
The whole

Staff
845,07
563,38
563,38
563,38

Fund
1
2
2
1

845,070
1126,761
1126,761
563,380
3661,97

The whole fund of salary in calculation of one group tour
SALARY / PROCEEDS (%)

13098,59
18,98
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The other expenses in calculation for the one group (30 people)
Chart 4
RUR/EUR
No

Purpose of expenses
1
2
3
4
5

Uniform (maximum in winter set )
Meal
Souvenirs and furnitue
Flight charter
Bookkeepng
The Whole

71
Expenses
4647,89
2957,75
845,07
8450,70
915,49
17816,90

For the purpose of the present Financial plan we take the rate of the fee for the Travel
agencies of 10 % from the price of the voucher.
It means that the amount of the travel agencies fee for the one group tur is 6900
Euro.
The whole fund of expenses and salary is 37415, 49 Euro
The range of the expenses in the proceeds is 54%.
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3.3. TAXATION
There will be two be companies to serv the adventure: the operator with domicile of
Russia and the General agent with domicile of Belorussia.
The both companies will use special simplified tax treatment for each domicile.
The tax base in both domiciles with use of such tax treatment is proceeds.
For the General agent the agency fee is considered as the proceeds.
The agency fee will be regulated by the additional agreements to the General agency
contract and will be calculated as subtraction between the proceeds and the sum of
operator’s expenses, operator’s taxes and small sum of profit.

The tax structure of operator.
There are two objects of taxation for the operator: the salary (23%) and the result of
subtraction between the proceeds and expenses (15%).
The fund of salary is 13098,59 Euro. The sum of the tax for the salary is 3012,68 euro.
The sum of the income tax will not rise the sum of 400 Euro.
The whole operator’s proceed calculated as a sum of salary, salary tax, expenses and
calculated profit will be 36228 Euro. For calculation of expenses the sum of agency
fee (6900 euro) is not considered as it is the expenses of the General agent.

The tax structure of the General Agent
The tax base for General agent is the proceeds. The rate of the tax is 5%. The fee of the
General agents considered as the proceeds. The agency fee is calculated and regulated
as a subtraction between the income and the sum which should be transferred to the
operator.
The calculated sum of base for taxation is 25 872 Euro
The sum of tax is 1 293,6 Euro
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3.4. FINANCIAL RESULTS

The calculation appointed above shows that the sum of
24000 euro can be used as profit every month if the loading
of adventure is minimum – 1 group of 30 people.
If the loading is maximum of 4 groups (120 people) the
of the profit will be 96 000 Euro.
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3.5. THE SUM AND PURPOSES OF INVESTMENT
The calculated sum of investments required is 500 000 Euro.
To put the adventure into active treatment it is required to do following action:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To mend the existence casern;
To set the modular building of the second casern;
To buy four fighting machines (demilitarized);
To buy ten military snowmobiles;
To set the modular building of toilet for simultaneous use of 30 people divided
on two parts by gender.
6. To provide the store with sets of uniform, souvenirs and furniture and beg
snacks;
7. To buy three army field kitchens;
8. To buy army truck for people transporting;
9. To buy or lease the bus;
10.To make traches, funk-holes and field headquarters.
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3.6. INVESTMENTS REFUND
3.6.1. LOAN
The base details:
The sum of loan is 500 000 Euro;
The rate of interest is 10% per year;
The time of loan is 5 years (60 months);
The method of payments is annuity.
The calculation of the loan refund.
Index description

The sum of index (Euro)

1

Monthly payment

10 624

2

Loan overpayment

137 429

3

The sum of all payments

637 429

The part of monthly loan payment in the calculated profit:
Minimum loading of adventure (1 group of 30 people) – 44,3%;
Maximum loading of adventure (4 group of 120 people) – 11,1%.
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3.6.2. PARTICIPATION IN THE PROFIT

The base part of participation for the investor is 45 %.
The sum of investments is 500 000 Euro
The period when the investment will be refund:
- 48 months (about 4 years) if the loading of adventure is minimum (1 group of
30 people);
- 12 months (about 1 year) if the loading of adventure is maximum (4 groups,
120 people).
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3.6.3. BUYING OF EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
Such method of investment is suitable for travel agencies.
The cost of the voucher with subtraction of the base rate of the fee for travel
agencies is 2 070 Euro.
We guarantee that the price mentioned above will be kept within 10 years.
The real price the voucher can be sold is 3000 – 3500 Euro.
So, the income from the use of exclusive rights will be more than 1000 Euro
from one voucher.
The investment refund from the buying of exclusive rights:
- 17 months (about 1,5 years) if the loading of adventure is minimum (1 group
of 30 people);
- 5 months if the loading of the adventure is maximum (4 group, 120 people).
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4. TOURISTIC CLIMATE OF REGION

Within latest two years the tourism in Murmansk region of Russia in rise of
development.
There are a lot of tourists from China coming to region in wintertime willing to
see wild nature and Polar Lights.
In the wintertime of 2018-2019 the region was visited by the 19 000 tourists
from China.
Weekly the region is visited by the tourists from Finland and Norway, about
1000 people every weekend.
The First Nuclear Icebreaker “LEININ” is used as a museum in the port of
Murmansk.
There is a special Tourist portal of Murmansk region in the Internet in Russian,
English and Chinese:
http://www.murmantourism.ru
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5. TEAM
The leader of the team – Igor Radostev
1971 year born, Russian citizen
Education
High Naval College of Submariners, navigator
Perm University, lawyer
Siberian Institute of International Relation, International relation
Moscow state institute of culture and art, public relation
Russian New University, tax consultant
Experience
Russian Navy, officer in submarine
Counterintelligence department, officer
Law firm “YUKKIR”, leader, lawyer of bankruptcies
United Commercial and Maritime Court of arbitration, arbitrator
Languages
Russian, native
English (fluent)
Spanish (fluent)
Serbian (fluent)
Chinese (intermediate)

Oleg Kadymaev
1971 year born, Russian citizen
Education
Far East Auto High Military College, military engineer
Experience
Russian army, officer
Languages
Russian, native
English, intermediate
German, intermediate
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Aleksander Naumenko
1969 year born, Russian citizen
Education
Baku High Infantry College, commander officer
Experience
Soviet army, Russian army, officer
Commercial bank, manager
Commercial firm – dealer of Toyota, director
Languages
Russian, native
English, intermediate

Armen Gukasyan
1972 year born, Armenian citizen
Education
Institute if Inner Affairs, lawyer
Experience
Ministry of inner affairs of Armenian Republic, officer of special team
Ministry of inner affairs of Armenian Republic, officer of special tasks
Languages
Armenian, native
Russian, fluent
English, intermediate
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Ksenia Migushchenko
1980 year born, Russian citizen
Education
Murmansk Economic institute, economist
Experience
Murmansk Commercial and Maritime Court of arbitration, secretary
The Company M2C (telecommunication), deputy director
JSC Gerion (start-up creation), director

Arseniy Flippov
1980 year born, Russian citizen
Education
Baltic Technical University, military technologies
Experience
Insurance company, region manager
Municipality in Murmansk region, Head
The organization of Air Forces, Navy and Army assistance
Languages
Russian, native,
English, intermediate
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